ROADMAP – The Dacaro Fanatic Sports Fan NFT Collection
The Dacaro Mission

To create unique and visually stunning sports-related NFT collections that
consist of team sets starting with major league baseball, then the NFL, and the
NBA. To create collectability and appreciation in value over time. To create a
community merging the worlds of sports, crypto, and NFTs with the bizarre,
sick, and twisted art of Dacaro.
*Download a PDF of this roadmap

The Major League Baseball Game – The Drops
and the Competition

There will be 3 Playoff Games of 9 innings each and a single World Series Game. The collector with the most NFTs
at the end of the World Series Game with be declared the winner and Dacaro MLB world champion. That winner
will receive a large collage as the “prize” that will contain 12 NFTs and will be 12,000 x 9,000 pixels in size. All
NFTs must be sold for the competition to be considered complete.
Each inning will drop 9 unique NFTs but never complete sets for a single team. The sets for each team will be
spread out over the 3-game playoff series.
There are 30 teams in major league baseball, and there will be 9 unique NFTs for each team dropped during the 3
playoff games, so that totals 270 unique NFTS. Here is the set for the Chicago Cubs so you can see the art.

Becoming a Team Owner

The goal for the avid collector will be to "own" a team. To own a team, you must buy all 9 NFTs for that team, and
those acquisitions could include the secondary market during the playoffs. Team owners will be awarded a bonus
NFT for every NFT they buy during the World Series Game. The World Series Game will also be 9 innings but will
consist of 3 NFT drops per inning.
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The NFTs for Each Team

Each major league team will be represented with 9 unique NFTs, all original art by me,
Dacaro.
Position 1 - Pitcher - Icon
Position 2 - Catcher - Icon
Position 3 - 1st Base - Drunk Aliens
Position 4 - 2nd Base - Street Art
Position 5 - 3rd Base - Aliens
Position 6 - Shortstop - Street Art
Position 7 - Left Field - Team Art
Position 8 - Center Field - Icon
Position 9 - Right Field - Mascot
The pricing and NFT marketplace where we will launch the collection will be announced at a later time. The launch
date is anticipated to be late April or May 2022. Follow us on Twitter for updates @DacaroIO, or keep checking our
website.

The Story
The Year 1921
The most intense geomagnetic storm of the 20th century occurred over a 3day period in May.
Weird.
The massive electrical current unleashed upon the planet Earth ignited fires
worldwide, including one near Grand Central Terminal, and bolts from outer
space became known as the "New York Railroad Storm." This is true; you can look it up. Some say it was caused by
an extraordinary coronal mass ejection hitting the Earth's magnetosphere. Others say it was caused by an alien
reconnaissance party to soften us up before landing.
The World Series
Five months later in October, John McGraw's New York Giants, dedicated practitioners of the
dead-ball era's "inside game," played the New York Yankees, "the Bronx Bombers" whose
strength was the power game exemplified by none other than Babe Ruth, who had a great season
that year, hitting 59 home runs, 171 RBI's, and a batting average of .378. The Giants beat the
Yankees, however, 5 games to 3. The series was broadcasted on the radio heard around the
world. These radio waves went into space.

Decades went by as the radio beams traveled into space, eventually reaching the
Aliens.
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2021

Sometime in the last year or so, these strangers from a strange land visited Earth
but are invisible to humans. A super classified top secret special staked
encrypted video NFT file on an underground blockchain, one made of titanium
or, heretofore undiscovered metal, revealed this fact. During their visit, they
discovered sports, went to a game, and got drunk on beer which made them
temporarily visible.
Apparently, these aliens had so much fun; they visited all 30 major league
baseball parks.

2022

That brings us to now, the year 2022.
Here is the global, worldwide, special bulletin, breaking new alert
thing. Click here to watch the video fake news propaganda.
I have been chosen as the emissary for this alien art or whatever it is.
That's me, Dacaro, the chosen one. Go figure. Anyways, I am
deciding on which marketplace to bless the world with these artifacts
that are just out of this world.
The first drop of these NFTs will be during the major league season,
exact date TBD, so please stay tuned and sign up for the drop alert
here. Which team will drop first? We don't know. We have to find out from the aliens when they are sober.
Update: We have just been privy to a leaked homeland security document that disintegrated after we read it, but it
alluded to a scoop that these aliens may have attended NFL and NBA games also, if you can believe it. We will keep
you posted on this rumor as more information becomes available from our top-secret classified G-man sources.
Owners of baseball NFTs will get some cool perks for the NFL season. More on that later.

The History and Future of Value of Sports Card Collecting.
Let's start off this discussion with the fact that a Honus Wager baseball card
sold for $6 million in August 2021 and a Mickey Mantle card for $5.2
million. No shit. Look it up. The Dacaro NFT/cards follow in their honor,
bringing unique and collectible sports art to the blockchain, a chain store near
you, or you can even hang it on your chain link fence around your RV.
The origin of sports card collecting goes back to the 19th century and the
tobacco tycoon James Buchanan "Buck" Duke. This is the dude that founded
Duke University in North Carolina, in the heart of tobacco country. He
inserted pieces of cardboard into packs of cigarettes to stiffen them during
shipping. At first, he printed advertising on one side and the picture of a famous actor on the other. The competition
noticed, and Duke's competitors added cards to their smokes too. Eventually, these clever other dudes figured out
that customers liked baseball stars the best, and the rest is history. Think of it now, a little piece of cardboard
eventually sells for 6 mil.
Enter The Blockchain
So based on all of that, we get to drunk alien inspired, one of a kind, baseball trading cards for each team that look
something like this >
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Cool, huh? They will be unique NFTs, of course. Think of it this way; baseball radio leads to
aliens leads to space travel leads to invisible aliens in ballparks, leads to aliens getting drunk
on Budweiser leads to an Earth AI leads to a digital artist leads to NFTs on the blockchain
leads to kick ass collectibles. That's where you wearing your Metamask come in.

Utility
Collectability
The first and foremost utility for you is the collectability of the art. We are merging the world of sports card
collecting, its fantastic history of economic appreciation, and rarity with the blockchain. Every piece of art is a
unique creation.
Heroes as Characters in the Metaverse
Heroes include transformative art based on real superstars as well as invented players not based on real people. Once
you buy the NFT, you can use it as your avatar or in the metaverse or where ever you want. Hey, tattoo it on your
girlfriend’s _______. She'll love you forever. Or not.
The Complete Set Goal
As mentioned above, the first phase of the master collection is Major League Baseball and a set of 9 unique NFTs
for each team. The value of owning the complete set gets you bonus NFTs in the World Series. In addition, what
will be the value of owning the New York Yankees or the Chicago Cubs complete sets, for example, over time?
Think about it. If you love your team and you are in crypto, this is your centerpiece in the sports world. Look at the
value of Top Shots, and you can see a future of appreciation of your prized asset… maybe.
Here is another possibility; a whale owns 8 of 9 of his or her complete set, and you hold the missing piece… Bingo.
The Club House
Not the app or the website known as Clubhouse, but a new clubhouse within the Dacaro metaverse, universe or
some other verse. Perks, merch, a virtual land for avid team fans, membership. Yeah, membership. You buy an NFT
from the original set or future team-related NFT releases; it gets you lifetime membership is this aforementioned
clubhouse deal. More on this later.
Future Leagues
Yes, Aliens like the NFL and the NBA. Owners of the baseball NFTs will be on the whitelist for presale specials for
future leagues.
Charity
We are contemplating what and who to donate to once the collection sells out. Right now, we are thinking about
Little League baseball at LittleLeague.org. Who doesn't love the tee-ballers hitting the ball then running straight to
second base?
Events and Giveaways
More on this later.

What is being built and developed
March 2022
• The website is up at Dacaro.io. Obviously, a work-in-progress that will continue to be developed.
• Twitter account is up @DacaroIO. This is new; you can follow us for updates.
• Instagram account is up: @Dacaro.io. We have over 5,000 followers as of this writing.
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•
•
•
•

Discord: We just created a Discord server, and the link is at the bottom of this page. Please join our new
server.
Tiktok: Our Tiktok account has been recently created at DacaroNFT.
Video: We have created a newscast video about the alien invasion, which you can see on our website,
Twitter, and YouTube channel. Here is the link: https://youtu.be/fW-r6y5U-sU
NFT sets: We continue to work on the art; the full sets for all 30 major league baseball teams are nearing
completion and will be ready for our first drop after the season begins. The exact date will be announced
our website at Dacaro.IO and on Twitter.

April 2022
This will be an exciting time, the start of the major league baseball season. Stay tuned to here or to the emergency
channel on your survival radio.
Pricing of the NFTs: more on this later.
NFT Marketplace: We are researching the best marketplace to launch the collection. More on this later.
Have questions? Contact us here.
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